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Thank You for Attending!
Thank you to all who attended our Day of Education CEU Event at Cooper Lighting Solutions on February
20.  We had a great turnout and hope you left feeling inspired and informed!
 

Rocky Mountain Lights
We hope to see all of you at Rocky Mountain Lights next month on April 9th. Make sure to stop by and say
hello to the below manufacturers! 

Cooper Lighting Solutions
Cooper Controls
Ubicquia
Healthe
Zumtobel
Soraa
Carl Stahl/X-LED
Prizm
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Metalux FPS Flat Panel
The FPS provides the high performance and aesthetic appeal of a flat panel while also providing the
flexibility to adapt to the changing needs of the space, setting, or environment. A selectable switch comes
standard with three selectable lumen levels and three selectable color temperatures, The low-profile
design is ideal for shallow plenum grid ceilings or surface mounting. The integrated grid clips enable
installation speed and flexibility. FPS is an excellent lighting solution for commercial office spaces,
schools, healthcare and retail merchandising areas. –cooperindustries.com

Text above and images below from Cooper

New from Lumenwerx – CURA and RIZE
Designed for Healthcare Environments.

Cura offers multi-function lighting with ambient, exam, reading, and night light illumination from the
bedhead. Each lighting function can satisfy the illuminance recommendations of ANSI-IES RP29-16.
Optional BIOS SkyBlue™ technology provides a biologically optimized light spectrum that supports both
circadian stimulus and visual diagnosis. Cura’s compact and durable form, combined with multiple light
sources and control options, makes this luminaire particularly well suited to today’s healthcare patient
rooms. Cura is also available with ChromaWerx DUO and SOLA capability. –lumenwerx.com
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Unified Glare Rating

What is UGR?
UGR is an acronym for Unified Glare Rating.  UGR is an indicator of how much glare a luminaire  impacts
a particular location in a room.  In short, will this luminaire negatively affect a person in this location?

Why does UGR matter?
Good lighting design provides lighting that is appropriate for the tasks in the space, on budget and well
implemented.  A design with discomfort glare can lead to eye strain, inability to concentrate, headaches all
contributing to reduced productivity.  Advocates of biophilic design take this one step further and state that
an environment designed with the health and well-being of the people in the space is beneficial on two
levels.  Human centric design lowers stress and increases productivity. Most importantly people feel better
in the space. –zumtobel.us 
 
Contact your Illumination Systems sales rep for more information and for

our products that include UGR information.   

Text above from Zumtobel. Image above from PIRO4D on Pixabay 

  

Illumination Systems welcomes North American Lighting (NAL) this month.
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